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opens its bot platform to the public – allows developers to build AI Facebook has launched a new development platform for

third party developers to build their own artificial intelligence (AI) – it has been rumoured the platform will be used to develop
AI systems that will allow users to automatically communicate with one another. Facebook has published a public API for the

Facebook Platform, which it describes as "a set of SDKs and tools that developers use to build apps, games, and experiences on
Facebook." The platform allows developers to upload code that would allow their website or Facebook page to make decisions
and learn how to best interact with Facebook users. What can Facebook learn? Facebook can learn about users' interests, tastes,
and connections, but also historical information on the people and pages that a user has interacted with. It can also learn through
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social interactions and start to predict things like what actions a user will take when they're about to post something. In a
statement Facebook CTO Mike Schroepfer said: Facebook is an open platform and today we're opening it up even more. The
Facebook Platform enables developers to integrate their apps and experiences with a rich set of social features, people, pages
and more. The platform, which was first announced at this year's F8 conference, will allow the development of the Facebook

News Feed as a service that not only learns what people are interested in, but how to serve them better through proactive content
and paid product placement. Developers will be able to put AI and machine learning at their disposal through this platform,

potentially allowing them to create their own virtual assistant. Facebook's platform has also been designed to include a range of
different AI tools and the Facebook Assistant, which features as part of 82157476af
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